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托福 TPO1 独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
At universities and colleges, sports and social activities are just as important as classes and
libraries and should receive equal financial support.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
高分范文
Some people claim that universities and colleges should not spend a great deal of money on
sports and social activities,as their budgets should prioritize classes and libraries. However, as
educational institutions, universities and colleges have an obligation to provide a wide range of
knowledge to their students to help them develop academically and socially.
More and more businesses require people who are not only specialists in their fields, but
also skilled in social interaction.In the rapidly changing environments of science and the economy,
no task can be done by a single person. Given the needfor collaboration, social skills and team
spirit are necessary qualities for any successful person. Clearly, sports and social activities in
universities and colleges provide students with the perfect settings to practice their social skills.
By playing football on a team or joining in a protest, for instance, students can develop a sense of
belonging and experience team spirit, both of which may prove very important in building a
career.
Aside from fostering social skills and team spirit, sports and social activities can greatly
improve students’ efficiency.Students need not play sports or participate in social activities at the
expense of their academic study. Indeed, for some students, playing sports and joining in social
activities are good stress reducers. Even the most enthusiastic people feel tired if they concentrate
on one thing for too long. Frustrated and tired people can do nothing well if they do not recover
from their bad situations. Students who have been frustrated in their academic work would be
well-advised to play some sports or join in social activities.
Academic education will always be at the heart of a university. In universities, sports
and social activities should by no means take the place of a focus on academic study. What I
believe is that universities and colleges should spend adequate money on academics as well as
sports and social activities. For instance, in the United States, almost all famous universities have
plenty of sports teams and social groups, and universities provide adequate financial support with
these events. None of these universities have weakened their academic standards because of social
movements or sports.
For these reasons, I maintain that universities and colleges should spend enough money
on academic education and social movements to prepare students for their future
development.playing computer games can expand a child’s outlook. Some computer games that
can be played on the Internet were devised by foreign companies. Playing these games gives
children an excellent opportunity to communicate with “game friends” from all over the world,
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allowing them to learn about other countries and cultures.
托福 TPO2独立写作题目（诚实与友情）
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Always telling the truth is the most important consideration in any relationship between
people.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
高分范文 （范文一）
There are certain considerations or factors that everyone takes into account in a
relationship.
People may look for honesty, altruism, understanding, loyalty, being thoughtful etc!
Everyone would more or less wish that the person s/he is dealing with, has some of these virtues
above. Putting them in an order according to their importance, however can be very subjective and
relative.
When someone asks him/herself the question “What do I consider to be the most important
thing in my relationship?” the answer depends on a lot of factors such as how his/her earlier
relationships were.
After stating that everyone’s opinion can be different about this, for me honesty, in other
words, always telling the truth is the most important consideration in a relationship. Opposite of
this is inarguably lying and if someone needs to lie, either s/he is hiding something or is afraid of
telling me something.
In any relationship of mine, I would wish that first of all, the person I’m dealing with is
honest. Even though s/he thinks that s/he did something wrong that I wouldn’t like, s/he’d better
tell me the truth and not lie about it. Later on if I find out about a lie or hear the truth from
someone else, that’d be much more unpleasant. In that case how can I ever believe or trust that
person again? How can I ever believe that this person has enough confidence in me to forgive
him/her and carry on with the relationship from there. So if I cannot trust a person anymore, if the
person doesn’t think I can handle the truth, there’s no point to continuing that relationship.
Although I would like to see altruistic, understanding, thoughtful and loyal behavior from
people, an instance of the opposite of these behaviors would not upset me as much as dishonesty
would. Among all the possible behaviors, dishonesty is the only one for me that terminates how I
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feel about a person’s reliability. Therefore honesty would be my first concern and the most
important consideration in a relationship.
Rater’s Comments
In this response the writer first approaches the topic by underscoring that a number of
character traits are important to a relationship. The writer then effectively develops an argument
that unlike other negative behaviors, dishonesty or unwillingness to fully disclose some bad action
cannot be forgiven and can be the most important factor in destroying a relationship. The writer’s
language is fluent, accurate, and varied enough to effectively support the progression and
connection of ideas. There is a variety of sentence structures, including rhetorical questions. The
essay is not mechanically perfect, but as long as such errors are occasional, minor, and do not
interfere with the reader’s understanding, an essay like this one can still earn a top score.

高分范文 （范文二）
The traditional virtue of telling the truth in all situations is increasingly doubted by many
in today’s world. Many believe that telling the truth is not always the best policy when dealing
with people. Moreover, the line of a “truth” is becoming more and more vague. This essay will
explore the importance of telling the truth in relationships between people.
We all understand that often the truth is offending and may not be a very nice thing to
both hear or say. Lies or white lies often have their advantages. The manipulation of white lies is
the most obvious the business world. How many times have we heard that some product is “the
finest” or “the cheapest”? how many times have we heard that products have such and such
“magical functions”? advertising is about persuasion, and many would agree that if a company is
to tell the absolute truth about it’s products, no one would be interested in even having a look at
the products.
The same logic applies to human relationships. If your friend had worn a newly
purchased dress on her birthday and energetically asked you if it was a worthy buy, would you
freely express your opinion that you had never seen a dress as the one she’s currently wearing?
And spoil her birthday? Unarguably, hiding (entirely or particially) the truth in some situations can
be quite handy indeed. Confrontations and disputes can seemingly be avoided.
However, there is always the risk factor of the truth emerging sooner or later when
telling an untruth. The basic trust in any relationships (businessman/customer, friends,
parents/children) will be blotched, and would have an impact on the future relationship between
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both parties. The story of the “the boy who cried wolf” fully illustrates the consequences of telling
untruths. No one will believe you when you’re telling the truth. Your word will have no weighting.
In addition, another “bad factor” of telling untruths is that you have absolutely no
control over when the truth (of previous untruths) will emerge. Untruths breed pain in both parties:
tears when the truth is uncovered after a period of time; fear and the burden of sharing a “secret”.
In the long run, it seems that hiding the truth is not beneficial to either party.
Everyone hates betrayal. Even if it is the trend to occasionally hide the truth in
relationships, it is strongly recommended that not to follow that trend as the risk and the
consequences of the truth unfolded overwhelms the minimal advantages one can derive from not
telling the truth After all, it is understood that relationships are founded on “trust” which goes
hand in hand with “truth”. Indeed telling the truth is the most important consideration in any
relationship between people. Always.
Rater's comment
This lengthy essay presents a clear and very well-developed discussion of the issue. There
are occasional instances of poor phrasing (“the line of a ‘truth’ is becoming more and more
vague”), but these are more than offset by the rest of the response, which is fluent, varied,
complex, and sophisticated. Again, the only noticeable fault is the failure to capitalize
sentence-initial words.
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托福 TPO3 独立写作题目（新朋友 VS 老朋友）
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
It is more important to keep your old friends than it is to make new friends.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Response:
In the following essay I would like to express my opinion in regard to the thesis “It is
more important to keep your old friends than it is to make new fiends”
On the one hand, you could always say that making new friends is a lot more entertaining
than keeping in touch with the old ones.There are new topics to talk about, new activities to do
together, new personality traits to discover... Additionally, you also get to meet the persons who
are close to your new friends. And maybe you will even receive a whole group of new friends by
making one new friend.However, you could also say that it makes much more sense to keep in
touch with your old friends since they are your true friends.
Firstly, you already know how they react to certain situations and therefore you know how
to treat them to get along well. Secondly, I am of the conviction that it is certain that in a bit more
peculiar and maybe a bit unpleasant situations it is a lot more likely that your old friends will help
you out than that someone you have met barely a week ago would do the same.
Though I have to admit that I personally came to the conclusion that I need my old
friends as well as my new friends. For me they are both equally important. I adore keeping in
touch with my old friends and knowing how they will react in most situations. Of course, over the
years some sort of bond and a special kind of trust has developed with my long-time friends.
However, I immensely enjoy making new friends as well. I enjoy trying out new
activities and making new friends there.
Furthermore, I like making friends from all kinds of different cultures and countries. And I am
certain that this kind of attitude makes life
much more interesting. Plus, I believe that new friends will also broaden your horizon because
their beliefs may differ from your own.
Personally, I am convinced that nobody has to decide between old friends and new friends
since the possibility of keeping the old
friends and making new ones always exists. Therefore as a final statement I would like to say
"Cherish you old fiends and enjoy making new ones as well"
.-324 wordsDescription of Response:
This essay does a good job responding to the topic by developing benefits of both making
new friends and keeping old friends, ending with the conclusion that they are of equal importance
and that there is no reason to have to choose. In this essay, the level of vocabulary is not as
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sophisticated as would be typical in a top-rated essay, but there is some very good grammatical
complexity displayed and vocabulary is used accurately.
托福 TPO4独立写作题目（未来车辆减少）
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
In twenty years there will be fewer cars in use than there are today.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses:
At first I would say I disagree with the statement according to which the use of cars would
decrease in the following twenty years. Indeed, the world's population is expected to grow
drastically in the next decades. Population in Western countries is likely to grow at the same pace
it is growing today, but the most important contribution to the global population growth will
certainly come from developing countries.
And to my opinion, a growth in the use of cars will accompany this growth in population.
People in developed countries are largely accustomed to using cars, therefore a great change in
habits would be needed to curb the growth in cars' use. Moreover, studies show that people live
further and further from their work place, and therefore have to use their car more often. As for
developing countries, a rapid economic growth is expected to go along with population growth in
a good deal of countries. These countries are likely to reach the development level of Western
countries within the next couple of decades. Unless these countries can develop their own pattern,
which I doubt, they will use more and more cars.
Nevertheless, some hope remains that the growth in the use of cars can be slowed in the
future. People and governments are becoming more and more aware of environmental issues
linked to the use of cars, and some experiments aiming at reducing it have been conducted in some
places (e.g. the toll in the London downtown, or the alternate circulation in Paris on high pollution
rate days). Although these measures certainly have a positive effect on pollution and traffic. I don't
think they're viable in the long run. To curb environmental problems linked to cars, the only
solution is to develop new clean technologies. This way pollution rates would drop, but we would
still use more and more cars. So as for traffic In big cities In twenty years.. I'm very pessimistic!
-324 wordsDescription of Response:
This is a well-developed, well-organized response largely giving detailed reasons for
disagreeing with the issue as stated. A great variety of sentence structures and vocabulary is
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displayed and good progression of ideas is evident.

托福 TPO5独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
People today spend too much time on personal enjoyment-doing things they like to do-rather
than doing things they should do.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses:
The above statement poses a hot topic on contradiction of people's personal enjoyments
and responsibilities. And the speaker tends to think people now are dedicating more on personal
likeness than on what they should do. I strongly disagree with this opinion because I think that to
pursue one's individual enjoyment does not contradict to assume the responsibility.
Admittedly, people nowadays increasingly enjoy freedom to pursue personal enjoyment
than before. As the development of democracy, the ideas and behaviors of individual are respected
and encouraged to some extent. For instance, students can choose any major which they favor
mostly; graduates can participate in whatever professions they are interested in; citizens possess
absolute freedom on free press and behaviors they like. Briefly, people have much time and
freedom to do their favorite things.
However, spending much time on personal enjoyment does not indicate that people
ignore their accountability which should be taken. Let's take a college student in art for example.
Generally, students in art major should spend much time on reading and appreciating art history,
biography of artists and art works. Yet, the student favors more on economics. He probably
continues to earn his degree on art with great interest in economic as well. Or he may pursue a
second degree on economics. No matter what his decision is, he takes his responsibility to become
a worthy student of his major.
In addition, to pursue one's personal enjoyment help to assume the responsibility. People
should not be blamed for their time spent on things they like. Obviously, people lived in an time
teemed with tense competition and they are often under a huge pressure. After a whole day job or
a period of work, you probably make yourself drunk, or go for shopping crazily, or
bury yourself in a series of insane music, or whatsoever you prefer. Of course you are most likely
to become relaxed and inspired through these favorite experience. Eventually, the great physical
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and mental recreation is conducive to a better
performance in your profession the next day.
To sum up, it is unreasonable to separate apart what people like to do and what they
should do. The pursuit on personal enjoyment and assumption on accountability are interwoven.
They do not contradict to each other. The effort and time on personal enjoyment does not equal to
the ignorance on people's responsibility because of the objective requirement from each identity.
Moreover, personal hobbies are good catalyst for improvement on the original professions.
托福 TPO6独立写作题目

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Life today is easier and more comfortable than it was when your grandparents
were children.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses:（范文一）
Life is always difficult and the hardship appears in different aspects under
different backgrounds. For our grandparents, people had to strive for raising several
children with thin income. Nowadays, we have to keep track with the high pace of the
society.
In the past year, the food was inadequate and the salary was low. In order to
cultivate several children, adults had to find additional work to make up thin payment.
Thehuge pressure from living drove them to eat and wear simply. I was often told that
my grandparents merely had rice for dinner without any vegetables, let alone meat. To
reduce the burden of their families, our grandparents went to work earlier, some of
them were even immature. When they received money, they did nothing but to make
an informed arrangement on how to spend it. For example, the daily necessities, the
electronic bill, phone bill and the tuition of younger kids were all needed to be taken
into account. That’s why they seldom bought themselves new clothes and had some
entertainment. Furthermore, in most families, the younger children had to wear the
clothes from their brothers and sisters only because they could not afford the new
ones. At that time, grandparents had no choices but to squeeze the expense every day
for the preparation for the New Year. It was their effort that resulted in our relative
happier life today.
However, nowadays we also have to face infinite stress from the highly
developed society. Admittedly, we are not that poor as our grandparents, yet the
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difficulties of our age never fade next to theirs. Actually, the fierce competition
provides us with narrow chance to escape but to work hard, even harder than our
grandparents. Inspite of the pressure physically, we are confronted with the mental
problems. Children have to bear the constant expectation from their parents and
school and they need to find an efficient way to release their emotions. Otherwise,
they will crash in the end. Parents’ life is also not easy. To earn a better living, they
have to keep energetic both in workplace and at home. Besides, it is essential for them
to grasp more skills and take in more information for the sake of good relationship
and opportunities of promotion. Sometimes, they will find it hard to keep a balance
between family and work and it usually results in incongruous and annoying quarrels.
Consequently, their exhausted mind and body break them down, making them look
elder than the real age.
Form the material aspect, people today enjoys a more colorful world. There
is no point in worrying the food and clothes, but more challenging problems emerge
and they can easily destroy us, even stronger than the starvation because they are both
mentally and physically. In sum, life is not fair, get used to it. If we persist, we can
still light our day.

Sample Responses:（范文二）
It seems that people always have a desire to compare: am I prettier than
others? Are we living in a better age? Or, as the question goes, is our life easier and
more enjoyable than it was several decades ago? I would say no, as I have witnessed
the struggle and paradox of our generation.
First of all, we are now living in an age of revolution with no previous
human experience that could be referred to. Living in such a fast changing world
would not be easy and comfortable at all; with everything keeps changing, everyone
has to move fast in order to catch up with the majority. However, people were much
more stable and care free when our grandparents were children; they did not have to
learn a second language in order to get a better job, or read a lot in order to get
informed. Yet in our age, these are supposed to be the responsibility of young people.
Another discomfort of our age is that we are experiencing interpersonal
alienation. With the development of communication technology, people in fact
become alienated with friends and relatives since they could be so easily accessed via
phone or email. Too often we feel that few of our friends are true friends, without the
traditional feeling of mutual affection which could only be created by longtime apart.
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But several decades ago, people treasured their friends and maintained relatively close
interpersonal relations, which is much more enjoyable than the estrangements we are
experiencing.
The last factor that has made our age so uncomfortable is the abusive use of
technology. Although it brings much convenience, it essentially changes human we
are no longer the master of tools, but instead the slaves of devices. We rush to metro
station in order to catch an early train, sit in front of radioactive computers all day
long in order to get our work done, and stay in air conditioned rooms all summer
without experiencing the natural changes outside thick cement walls. Several decades
ago, people could still live closer to nature and make rational use of modern
technology, which to me is the essence of human living experience.
However, the comparison between different times is itself ridiculous. The
criteria could not be easily determined, and opinions are highly personal. Anyway, we
have a longer life span, more advanced medical facilities, and easier traffic than our
grandparent when they were children, and we should treasure the present experience.
Imagination of the past might only be nostalgia if I ask my grandparents the same
question, they might as well say that our life is much better than the past generations.
Who knows? As long as the world is still peaceful, life at any time would not become
too difficult to handle.
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托福 TPO7独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
It is more important for students to understand ideas and concepts than it is for them to
learn facts.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.

Sample Responses（范文）:
Ideas or concepts or facts, which help students more; which have a significant influence
to students to adapt the amazing developed society? Facts are results of observation, are
something cannot changed but can utilize follow the direction of ideas and concepts. However, on
the other hand, ideas and concepts, which cannot see directly, are the creation of mind. In my
opinion, with the development of the technology and society, ideas and concepts are more
important for students due to most of the problems can be solved by using ideas and concepts. The
following details can account for my point of view.
With the development of the fastpaced society, those who have new ideas and use
concepts correctly can stand out from the crowd. Only when individuals bear concepts and ideas
in mind can they achieve what they want. On the contrary, just remembering facts are unable to
solve problems directly and efficiently. Take working out maths examination questions for an
example: One cannot remember all details of the questions due to the fact that there are countless
questions in maths. In order to work out the question efficiently, the only way is to keep the maths
concepts in mind, utilize them when encounter difficult questions. If students just remember the
facts, they cannot understand and do not know how to do the relative subjects.
Furthermore, with the technology improve to a higher level, what the society need is a
great deal of people who bear innovation in mind. That is to say, creativities are becoming
increasingly important to us. In addition, high technology makes machine more and more
intelligent. And database can hold large numbers of information for us, so we do not have to
remember so many facts. Whereas, elites nowadays are those who have lots of new and advance
ideas in mind, creating and inventing things that benefits our daily life. Thus, ideas play a more
important role in students' character.
Facts are tools, while ideas and concepts are essence of creativeness, which make
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human differe from machines and the wisdom stand out of the common. Thus, it is more important
for students to understand ideas and conception instead of just wasting their brain to record facts.

托福 TPO8独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Television advertising directed towards young children (aged two to five) should not be
allowed.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Coincident with most people's notion is my heartfelt belief that television advertising
directed toward young children should not be allowed. Since the advent of television, advertising
has permeated every corner and every minute of our life. It is not uncommon to observe the large
amounts of television advertising aiming at innocent young children. My reasons for opposing
advertising directed toward young children are as follows.
In the first place, advertising may waste money and cause emotional torture of parents
when they fail to fulfill their children's unreasonable demands. However, nowadays, regardless of
what children's true need, most of advertising are promoting a largenumber of products that is
useless or unsuitable to children. For example, when a family ishaving a pleasant dinner together
on Christmas Eve, a cartoon figure lion king would appear on screen and hold a tub of popcorn to
attract children's attention. It is a typical advertising strategy host sale. By combining popular
cartoon figures and products, advertising could draw children's attention and achieve a better sale.
However, it may cause some problems; first, some children may be easy to be drawn into the
content in the advertising; second, if children are attracted by it and they insist on purchasing it
while parents consider the products as a piece of meaningless junk, cry and screams could drive
their parents crazy. Therefore, advertising could cause problems not only for children to
understand but also may bother and upset their parents.
Furthermore, advertising could mislead children for major goal of most of advertisings is
to make profits whereas children between age two to five lack ability of understanding and
judgment. Children are easily influenced by outside world, and admittedly television advertising
play a negative role in this aspect for they tend to exaggerate the advantage of their products. For
example, my two year old younger brother is attracted to Transformer, Spiderman and Superman
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models. In his mind, these toys are magic, fantastic and powerful as imparted by advertising. In
fact, they are just normal toys; they cannot fly, climb mountains or save people's life. Some two
year old boys even are just babbling instead of speaking clearly, not to mention identifying
misleading messages conveyed in the advertisings. Thus, these advertising has misled and
distorted children’s vision toward reality.
All in all, though there are some undeniable benefits of advertising for children; for
example, advertising could open an amazing world of imagination and innovation for children
by informing them what a fabulous Barbie or a magnificent castle is. However, these advantages
could be ignored when its disadvantages are taken into consideration. It would mislead the
children, distort their vision toward reality and even cause quarrels and financial burdens for
parents.
托福 TPO9独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Technology has made children less creative than they were in the past.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Are our kids becoming lazier and less creative, less imaginable than before as a
consequence of highly advanced technology? My answer is no, and just the opposite, technology
has apparently assisted our kids to become more creative.
First and foremost, technology has provided children with easy access to scientific and
liberal art resources which is their best source of inspiration. For example, children could now
easily gain access to academic databases through iPad screen, read classical works on Kindle, or
watch historic documents on Internet. These great works are essentially helpful to arousing their
curiosity and prepares them with key knowledge necessary for any creation. However, these
wonderful equipments and facilities are never as handy in the past, when kids could only reach
limited resources in public libraries or schools. In this sense,technology has provided the
possibility for children to be more creative.
Second, technology has equipped children with professional apparatus which could
finally realize their imagination. This takes form particularly as computer softwares and
applications, such as Photoshop for creative graphic design, Overture for easily composing a piece
of music, 3DMax for building up a virtual world, etc All the software were never as handy as they
are at present, and this would absolutely provide our children an effective tool for realizing their
creativity.
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Third, technology itself is a market place where creative ideas are economically
encouraged. Steve Jobs earned millions of dollars a year for his unparalleled creation, and Mark
Zuckberg gained his reputation for the genius social network. Therefore, technology has provided
children the internal motive to develop their creativity.
However, it is undeniable that technology might make children become lazier and be
comfortable with what is already available because everything are so convenient nowadays and
there seems to be no way to improve them. Children lost in pc games or blindly pursuing every
single piece of tech apparatus is a relevant example. Thus, it is always necessary to keep children’s
mind active in the marvelous world of technology.
In a nutshell, I still regard children as becoming increasingly creative in technology
development, although it might bring minor side effect. As long as we keep a balanced mood on
children enjoying the fruit of technology, they are sure to contribute more to innovation than in the
past.
托福 TPO10独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Playing computer games is a waste of time. Children should not be allowed to play them.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Nowadays more and more families have personal computers at home, and children are
more likely to expose to the computers at a very young age. As a result, many computer games are
available for children in recent years. Many people are concerned about this fact and they believe
playing computer games is a waste of time. However, I couldn’t disagree with this view of point
more since I believe playing computer games could somehow benefit children.
First off, playing computer games offers children another way to meet more people and
gain communication ability. Nowadays many computer games, such as World of War craft, need
cooperation among lots of people. Children who involved in such kind of games have extra access
to gaining social abilities. They can learn how to communicate efficiently with each other while
playing.
Furthermore, playing computer games could help to improve children’s intelligence. This
means that children who play games may be cleverer than their peers and can learn more things
without suffer. Many games available today, such as Angry Birds, really need some knowledge
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and deep thought so that you could complete the tasks. Under this circumstance, children can be
better at solving problems and smarter in the future.
What’s more, computer games can be a very good way for relaxation. Children is modern
society usually have more pressure and are more burdensome. By playing computer games, they
can forget their worries and relax themselves. Their mind will be refreshed and they may be better
at their work.
However, I have to admit that some children are just addicted to computer games and they
waste their entire time sitting in front of the computers. In addition, there are many computer
games which contain lots of violent scene which is harmful to children. Anyway, these problems
can be solved by letting parents to supervise their children about what is the proper game to play.
All in all, I draw the conclusion that computer games can benefit children by offering
opportunities to gain social abilities, improving intelligence and relaxing. Computer games are
good things to enrich a child’s life rather than ruin it.

托福 TPO11独立写作题目
Some people say that the Internet provides people with a lot of valuable information. Others
think access to much information creates problems.
Which view do you agree with?
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Internet must be one of the greatest inventions during the 20th century. It shortens the
distance between people all over the world by providing various kinds and large amounts of
information. In my point of view, I agree that Internet can provide a lot of valuable information,
which would benefit us in the long run without troubling at all.
By surfing through the Internet, we can get large quantities of useful skills, which can
benefit ourselves, from the information that is available on the Internet. Learning these skills can
help us keep healthy, gain more money or even improve our living standard. In my country, there
used to be some isolated villages, where books and knowledge are hard to spread. People living in
these villages lack the basic skills to have a good harvest and they live in the really poor condition.
Meanwhile, our government has helped them to have access to the Internet recently and the
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villagers can get the information they want without any difficulties. By using this information,
they improved their living conditions. Therefore, information getting from the Internet can benefit
our lives.
Another important aspect is the current affairs. Internet could offer us a lot of information
about things happened all over the world without peopling travelling around the world. From the
new scientific discovery to the war in the Middle East, from the economic crisis happened in
Europe to the World Cup held in South Africa, things happened in every corner of the world can
be known worldwide in no minute through the Internet. Under this circumstance, people can have
their own opinions on these affairs, or they can give their hands to the ones who need help.
Internet gives us a chance to learn more about the whole world by proving us information.
Admittedly,there is some unreal information on the Internet. On the contrary, I do not
think it as a trouble at all. The existence of unreal information forces us to be critical thinking and
have the ability to tell the truth. In addition, it is the person who creates unreal news rather than
the Internet to be blamed.
All in all, the Internet is a great tool to offer us tremendous amount of information.
Surrounded by large amount of information can broad our sight and make us more intelligent
rather than trap us into troubles.

托福 TPO12独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
It is better to have broad knowledge of many academic subjects than to specialize in one
specific subject.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

There are so many people doubting on whether a broad knowledge of many academic
subjects take the advantage of specializing in one specific subject.
We have to realize the fact that the method of learning is more essential rather than the
knowledge itself. As we are in the century full of knowledge and information, just absorbing
knowledge is not as important as before. However, to learn the way of study requires some
training in the subject and of course those who have broad knowledge of many academic aspects
can learn more about different ways of learning in different subjects. When given a new task,
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they can easily solve it by using various methods he has learned, who takes a lot advantage from
the learning experience.
Moreover, the distinction among subjects becomes less clear. In fact, to solve the problem
in a certain aspect may use knowledge in other aspects. Thus it leads us to cover more knowledge
instead of just specializing in one specific subject. For instance, the subject of biochemistry
requires the knowledge of chemistry as well as biology. The one having the background
of the two subjects can absorb more and discovery more in doing researches, and have more
chances of success.
In fact, to see the famous scientists in the past, we'll find that most of them specialized in
more than one subject. Aristotle, one of the most famous philosophies in ancient Greek, knew a lot
about the knowledge in science and did researches on such things. As for Franklin, he discovered
the electricity when having storm, and he also did well in his political career. From their
experience we will learn that it's not the knowledge of a certain subject contributes to their success,
instead, it's their way of thinking and the good personality traits lead to their achievement.
As the saying goes that knowledge is power, we can draw the conclusion that more
knowledge, more power. Anyway, there is nothing wrong in learning new knowledge and perhaps
one day it can be used in researches or inventions.

托福 TPO13独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
The extended family (grandparents, cousins, aunts, and uncles) is less important now than it
was in the past.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

The extended family was of great importance in the good old days, but is it still of great
importance in our modern society? In my point of view, though the extended family is still
important, it is really less important that it was before because of the development of the new
society.
One of the important uses of the extended family is to help with family affairs and
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housework. Meanwhile, nowadays people tend to turn to the community service to help with
housework. Under this circumstance, we can hire someone else, who doesn’t belong to our whole
family, to help us with family work. For instance, my mom was brought up with the help
of her grandparents. But I was taken care of by the baby sitter, whom may parents hired from the
community service center.The community service center provides good service with a reasonable
price.
Another important thing that extended family can to is to provide information to and
educate family members. However, in the modern society, we have schools to get our education.
We have several methods, such as Television and Internet, to get information. These are resources
which can be easily had access to. We do not depend on our family members to get knowledge of
the world we live in any longer.
In addition, nowadays people tend to live alone with their small care family rather than
live with many family members within a big family. Therefore, we have our own circle of
communication and we have less in common between different families. Taking my own family as
an example, my family and my uncle’s are living in the different cities. We usually get together
only on Spring festival. We have different friends and interest, so sometimes we just find it hard to
have something in common. Thus, if we really have something in trouble, we can hardly turn to
them for help.
All in all, though extended family is still essential to us to some extent, it is less useful
with the development of the modern society. The importance of extended family is now fading.

托福 TPO14独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
People benefit more from traveling in their own country than from traveling to foreign
countries.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Travelling can expand one's outlook, amplify one's experience and make many new
friends. It could be a superb lesson in one's life. If I have possess adequate time and money to plan
my tour, I WOULD prefer TO TOUR foreign countries.
Foreign life can serve various life experiences and lifestyles which are hardly acquired
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in domestic life. In the identical social and environmental circumstances, people generally have
relatively familiar and similar views and experiences. The distinction is, if any, slight. If people do
not go abroad, they can rarely obtain refreshing ideas. For example, some people who come from
highly industrialized countries with high welfare, tend to take the free healthcare and education for
granted, but if they have a foreign tour in impoverished countries or regions where the food is
almost far from enough, not to mention schooling, they can BE TAUGHT a precious lesson:
Cherish one's own life and help someone who needs help.
Oversea travelling can offer provide afford broader choices. As far as I know, some
countries are as small as one common city of the United States. In such countries, if people refuse
TO journey ABROAD THEN they have to repeat his footprints WALK THE WELL TRODDEN
TRAIL time and time again. ON the other hand, some countries ARE located ON some lonely
islands without forests and all the fish comes from the sea, if these residents want to ride a horse in
the plain or taste freshwater fish, they have to travel abroad.
Besides, the exotic landscapes and customs are more curious and attractive than familiar
ones. Generally speaking, people are curious, they prefer TO acquire purely refreshing
experiences, rather than relatively familiar or even well known ones. The foreign lifestyle, food
and scenery are always far different FROM one's OWN domestic experiences, which is the key
factor IN satisfying people's curiosity MORE deeply.
In conclusion, foreign tour can afford more various life experiences, more options, and
satisfy people's curiosity. These advantages appeal to us. Needless to say, these are the
contributing factors that ATTRACT more and more people to travel abroad.

托福 TPO15独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
In order to become financially responsible adults, children should learn to manage their own
money at young age.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Sometime some parents just think that it is unnecessary to let their young children learn
how to manage money. Nevertheless I cannot disagree with this statement more. As far as I’m
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concern, it is crucial for children to learn how to manage their money, though maybe only small
amount of, in order to be a financially responsible adult.
On one hand, learning to manage money makes a child know how precious the money is.
Therefore, they won’t exploit their money on things of no use when they grow up. Taking myself
as an example, when I was young I used to waste money on snacks and toys which is of no use.
Then one day, my mother gave me 10 dollars and told me that this was all the money available in
this month. I reluctantly managed my money and felt that it was really hard to get enough money.
Therefore I never waste money any longer as I grow up.
On the other hand, learning to manage money teaches children how to increase their
fortune. As I have said in the last statement, money is precious and it is hard to get enough money
to use. Therefore, the best way to get adequate money is to increase our fortune by ourselves. We
manage our budget and put our money into things that can increase our fortune
for instance, a child may use a part of his pocket money to buy some cards and sell the cards to his
friends to gain some extra money. Children who are familiar with how to increase their fortune by
managing their money are more likely to gain financial success in the future.
In addition, learning how to manage money can also help children to manage other
aspects of their daily life. As a child is used to managing his pocket money, he tends to put this
practice into managing other aspects in life, such as time. People who do good time management
usually have a balanced life. They work and study happily and enjoy their life.
To conclude, I strongly recommend children be taught how to manage their money when
they are young. This practice can provide them with a greater likelihood to succeed and a well
balanced life when they become adults. It will benefit not only themselves but also their whole life.

托福 TPO16独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
The best way to travel is in a group led by a tour guide.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:
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Actually there are two main ways of travelling travelling on your own and being led by
a tour guide in group. Sometimes when we plan for a trip, it is always hard for us to choose
between these two methods. Meanwhile, I would prefer be led by atour guide while I am travelling
around. There are several benefits of being led by someone who is acquainted with theplace you
go and of being in a group.
Being led by a tour guide in group can offer us convenience during our vacation. Usually
we are not familiar with the landscape, the direction and the customs of our destination.Sometimes
if we travel abroad, we may even know nothing about the language and thus cannot turn to anyone
for help. I still remember when I travelled to Italy; I knew no Italian at all and found it hard to stay
in this foreign country, let alone enjoy myself! Finally I found a travel agency and then followed
the group. The tour guide offered me a lot of convenience during my stay in Italy and finally I
went back home safe and sound.
In addition, following a group also guarantee a deeper understanding of the culture in
your destination. Almost all the tour guides have received formal training in the local history and
culture. Actually every time we stay in a group with a tour guide,he will always tell you the
customs and the detailed history of a site of interests. Therefore, by staying with the group
and listening to the tour guide, we will learn more about our destination without much effort.
Moreover, being in a group with a tour guide will make you safe during the whole
vacation. Actually this point of view is the most important in my point of view. The tour guide is
familiar with the country or the city we visit and thus we can hardly get lost. Staying in group
makes us less likely to be focused by some bad people. All of us want a safe tour. As a result, the
best way to guarantee safety is to stay in group with a tour guide.
All in all, thought we might lose some freedom by staying in a group with a tour guide,
this way of travelling still can be well rounded because it offers us convenience, deeper
understanding and safety. Under this circumstance, I want to state that the best way of travelling is
to be with a group and to be guided by a person who is familiar with our destination.

托福 TPO17独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
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Most advertisements make products seem much better thanthey really are.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Advertising is one of the most useful ways for enterprise to convince their customers of
the products. In fact, advertisements should be honest that it contains real information of the
product. Meanwhile nowadays advertisement appears to be more misleading and make products
better from the appearance.
Advertisement seems to make us hard to tell the reality from the fantasy. There is a
specific example. When targeted to the young children, enterprises tend to use fantasy themes and
characters from fantasy movies to help show off their product. Since young children tend not to
tell the reality to the fantasy, they will be misled and believe that the product appearing in the
advertisement is worth buying. But in fact, the quality of the product will disappoint its buyers.
Moreover, nowadays manufacturers tend to ask celebrities to advertise their products.
This will also be misleading, too. The celebrities who advertise the product may not use the
product at all and he knows nothing about the product. But the audiences tend to believe him since
they think the celebrity is always responsible for what he said in a public situation. The celebrity
makes this product worth buying, but in fact, it is not as good as the thing appears on the
television.
Sometimes manufacturers just do not ask any celebrities to help them with advertising.
What they do is just to find someone acting as the users of the product. This will be even more
misleading since they better convince the audience that the product is of great use, since the
audience tends to believe people who have something in common with themselves. On
the contrary, the product is not usually so valuable that the audience is cheated by merchants.
Under these circumstances, advertisements seem misleading and make people feel better
about the product. Although there is possibility that some advertisements are worth believing, at
most time advertisement seems to guide us to a wrong direction.

托福 TPO18独立写作题目
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Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Students are more influenced by their teachers than by their friends.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

All of us are surrounded by different kinds of people every day. For students, when they
are at school, they are mainly surrounded by teachers and their friends. Both of these two kinds of
people have great influence on students. However, I still believe that friends have greater
influence on students than teachers do.
Usually a student and his friends are almost at the same age, or at least they have similar
ages. Therefore, they will have a lot of in common, such as hobbies. As a consequence, they can
talk to each other and imitate each other’s behavior easily. My little brother and his friends are
both interested in soccer games and they spent almost all their spare time talking about soccer
games worldwide and great football players. What’s more, my brother’s friend is a good soccer
player and my brother tends to imitate his behavior. As a result, my chubby brother becomes better
at doing sports, especially playing soccer. Meanwhile, a teacher won’t have such great influence
on a student since teachers have less in common with students.
Moreover, in most schools in my country, the teachers just appear in front of the students
when there is a class and they will leave the classroom as soon as the class in over. Thus, the
students actually have limited time to communicate with their teachers. Even if they do have some
time to discuss with their teachers, the topic of the discussion is usually the subject in
class. However, a student could have hundreds of different topic, ranging from daily lives or
school subjects, to talk with their friends. They have more time communicating and therefore, they
know and understand each other better than their teachers. As for me, I can spend a whole day
talking to my best friends but only an hour talking with my teachers.
In addition, an everlasting friend may have greater influence in the long run than a teacher.
Some of our friends at school may become friends forever. This kind of friend will influence us
even when we graduate. However, teachers, on the contrary seldom become everlasting during our
lives. They won’t have as great influence in the long run as our friends do.
All in all, though I have to admit that teachers and friends both have great influence on
students, I still believe that students are more affected by their friends. The more people have in
common with you, the greater influence they will have on you. Therefore, a friend, who is the
most similar to students, is the greatest influence during a student’s life.
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托福 TPO19独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
In order to be well informed, a person must get information from many different news
resources.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
In modern society, media was almost everywhere. At the beginning of one day, I read a
newspaper when eating breakfast. Onthe mass transportation to office, I listen to radio programs
until the subway arrive my destination. A high school boy next to me is playing an Iphone, and
people on the bus read books, journals, and magazines. I usually skimp newspapers and magazines
when passing by a convenient store. Actually, there are too many sources providing information. I
take advantage of them every day, but I still do not feel well informed, because there is too much
information filling into my thinking. So that is the reason why I disagree with the statement that a
person must get information from various news sources to be well informed.
First of all, there are too many sources, and most of them give segment information. The
segment information might be misleading our judgment. For example, the weather reports on
channels always have different opinions. Sometimes a programs says there would be rain
tomorrow with 30 percentage raining rate, the other provided that it would be cloudy tomorrow
and possible a sunny day. Their forecasts are different and might be true. Unfortunately, people are
more likely to get all of them, which made us harder to make a decision for tomorrow’s plan.
Hence, people get information from different sources might mislead their judgment and be more
difficult to be well-informed.
Second, if the people have many sources for information, they will have no time to be
well-informed, because they must spend more time integrating them. For example, when I was in
the university, I did a study on earth quake andtsunami. I gathered the information from textbooks,
national geographic magazines, and discovery channel, as well as the internet. I spent many time
organizing these information, and got different knowledge from different media. From the
textbook, I knew causes of earth quake and its relationship with tsunami. Then, from the
discovery channel, I learned the nascent point of view from well-known researchers. I also had the
various theories on the internet and finally found they were partially obsolete. After I gathered all
the information, I found that to integrate them into a study was really a task, since there was too
much information. As a result, I needed more time to be well-informed, and I would rather to take
a geological class about the topic.
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In sum, there are too many sources providing information. We could spend a lot of time
to absorb it all, but the information might be different from different sources. This might make us
misleading and lose our judgment. In addition, information from different sources might be too
diverged to merge. With that, we have to spend more time on organization. Therefore, many
different news sources are appropriate for a person who wants to be well-informed.
托福 TPO20独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Successful people try new things and take risks rather than only doing what they know how
to do well.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

We are all interested to find out how successful people gain success. A majority of
people claim that successful people tend to take risks and avoid only doing what they have already
know. This statement is somewhat reliable since successful people indeed do something unusual.
However, their unusual behavior is based on things that have been known for a long time.
Let’s take Albert Einstein as the first example. As we all know, he invented the theory of
Quantum Mechanics, which is so different from what we have already known in physics. This
theory led to his personal success in the field of theoretical physics. However, almost all of us
ignore the fact that he also did really well in traditional physics. He made his discovery based
on his research on traditional physics. A more recent example is Steve Jobs, who is the chief
executive officer of Apple. We usually oversee his achievement in the innovative Apple system
and applications. In fact, without deep knowledge of basic computer system or electronic devices,
he cannot put his innovation into use. Actually, successful people do take risks after they have
done what they have known for sure.
Basic things can provide proof for innovative actions. Before taking risks, we just need
to evaluate the risks and its proof. Anything in the world should have solid proof, or it can never
become reality. To become successful, we just need to learn better about basic things, or things we
have already known well, in the first place. Just as Steve and Albert, suppose they have no
background knowledge at all, how can they take risks challenging?
Another importance of things we know is that they can provide some enlightens. By the
time we do things that are quite familiar well, we can easily find out their limitations and come out
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with some methods of improvement. Einstein first did his research on lights, which is so familiar
with people at time, and find out some limitations of the characters of lights. Without background
information, we just cannot see the little faults, let alone take risks doing something unusual.
All in all, people who get final success actually do try things and take risks, but actually
their risky behavior is based on what they have already know well. So the basic step for their
success is to do familiar things well. This must be the philosophy of any successful people, and, is
should also be the philosophy of all of us as well.

托福 TPO21 独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
For success in a future job, the ability to relate well to people is more important than
studying hard in school.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Everyone in the society is seeking for success in career, but what is the key factor of
becoming successful? There are two choices – good networking and hardworking. Although
someone tend to choose the first aspect, I definitely agree that hardworking at school should be a
key factor of success. Without hardworking at school,success in the future cannot be guaranteed.
To gain success in our future career, we must have solid knowledge of the field we
choose. Under this circumstance, doing hard at school is the best way to quip ourselves with
background knowledge. Although sometimes we may find things wehave studied at school sort of
unpractical, it is basic to handle real problems at work. Take myself as an example; I am now
a senior major in journalism. I studied how to interview, how to write summaries and journals and
how to make comments on subjects at school. I worked very hard and in the third year, I got a
chance to be an intern in China Economic Daily. During this time, I totally put my knowledge into
use and handle the real journalism with only a few problems. If I did not study hard and had no
knowledge of journalism, how could I handle this internship?
Another thing we can get from our hard work is the way of solving problems. During the
time we studied at school, methods of learning and solving problems are also of great importance.
These methods can be put into use even when we graduate, since we all have o update our
knowledge and solve problems when we are at work. Again take myself as an exam
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ple, when I did my internship, I had to write down a lot of details of a certain event in just a few
minutes. It was really difficult, but since I had found out a method of writing fast at school, I could
put down things on paper really efficiently. This method provided a lot of help.
While some one may claim that we cannot ignore the importance of networking since a
good networking may offer you greater chances to gain success. Anyway, I admit that we cannot
get rid of a good networking. However, if we are not studying hard and have no abilities to do
things well, how can people pay attention on us or even provide us good opportunities?
Hardworking is basic.
All in all, hardworking should be the key factor of becoming successful. It provides
foundations of our success in the future.

托福 TPO22 独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Teachers should not make their social or political views known to students in the classroom.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

It is indisputable that teachers play a pivotal role in teaching and guidance students in
classes. They provide students a lot of precious knowledge which is very necessary for them in the
future. However, should teacher show their social or political viewpoints to students? Each person
has their own opinion toward this question. Some people approve it but others have the opposite
one. In my opinion, I strongly agree with the latter that teachers should not make their social or
political point of views in classes because it can reduce studying efficacy and influence viewpoints
of students.
First and foremost, those teachers express their social or political opinions on the classes
could reduce students’ studying efficiencies. In the classes, it is better for both teachers and
students to focus on lectures and related problems. Teachers should discuss with students about the
lectures, share their researching or working experiences instead of talking about their political
viewpoints. It definitely will increase the studying efficacy in the classes. Moreover, it also
provides students a lot of real and valuable experiences. They could use these if they face
difficulties when they work in the real environment. Indeed, whenteachers show their point of
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views on the classes, it should be considered to waste time of students.
Last but not least, when teachers make their social or political viewpoints known to
students, they may influence students’ viewpoints. As a matter of fact, students usually do not
have definite social or political standpoints. They are quite naive because they pay all their
attention on studying and academic issues. Therefore, when teachers like showing their viewpoints,
they may discuss or talk continuously about that issues. This really has an influence on the
opinions of students, especially when their teachers’ opinions are biased. Additionally, this also
prevents the free development of students. For instance, when my teacher usually express his
disapproval about government, he makes.us have the same opinions with him. Hence, most
students of our class consider the policies or agreements of government are wrong or unsuitable
without having any understanding about it. Obviously, the viewpoints of teachers have the
potential to change the viewpoints of students
All in all, because when teachers manifest their social or political viewpoint on classes, it
influences the studying effectiveness and students’ positions, I personally consider this is not a
necessary work. I strongly recommend teachers concentrate on teaching and discussing
academic-related issues on classes.

托福 TPO23 独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
In today’s world, it is more important to work quickly and risk making mistakes than to
work slowly and make sure that everything is correct.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Modern technological development has made our lives faster than ever before. Under
this circumstance, people nowadays tend to live with a faster pace, and people are now concern
more about efficiency. As a result, doing things slowly and making almost everything correctly
seems to be sort of out of date. In a modern society, people should, I believe, work at a higher
speed and risk taking mistakes.
As I’ve mentioned in the first paragraph, the development of modern technology has
made our life faster than ever before. With the assistance of modern techniques, we consequently
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should work faster than ever before. For instance, in the old days people made their own clothes
by hand. But now, machines in the factories have made sewing and weaving at a great speed and
of great quality. We do not have to waste any time doing cumbersome works because of modern
technology. Therefore, why should we insist to work at a slow pace instead of enjoying the
convenience that is brought
by technology?
Another important aspect is, now we are living in a society which develops rapidly. To
meet the rapid change and improvement, all of us need to improve our own efficiency. As we can
see, almost every factory wants to increase its productivity and almost all the employer wants
employees to generate greater value within the time limitation. Nobody wants to be a loser in the
society, so the only way to keep pace with the whole society is to accelerate, which is, working
faster.
By then, some people may counters that people may face greater risks of making
mistakes. Admittedly, it is highly possible for us to make mistakes when working at a high speed.
But in fact, we human beings always make mistakes, so even if we work as slowly and carefully
as possible, we still risk making errors. However, by taking the advantage of modern technology
and high self-efficiency, we can do our work more precisely than ever before.
All in all, in today’s world, people should work at a higher speed. It is so important that
everyone in a modern society should be like that. It is a general tendency of our world.

托福 TPO24 独立写作题目
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
One of the best ways that parents can help their teenage children prepare for adult life is to
encourage them to take a part-time job.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
Sample Responses（范文）:

Modern technological development has made our lives faster than ever before. Under
this circumstance, people nowadays tend to live with a faster pace, and people are now concern
more about efficiency. As a result, doing things slowly and making almost everything correctly
seems to be sort of out of date. In a modern society, people should, I believe, work at a higher
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speed and risk taking mistakes.
As I’ve mentioned in the first paragraph, the development of modern technology has
made our life faster than ever before. With the assistance of modern techniques, we consequently
should work faster than ever before. For instance, in the old days people made their own clothes
by hand. But now, machines in the factories have made sewing and weaving at a great speed and
of great quality. We do not have to waste any time doing cumbersome works because of modern
technology. Therefore, why should we insist to work at a slow pace instead of enjoying the
convenience that is brought by technology?
Another important aspect is, now we are living in a society which develops rapidly. To
meet the rapid change and improvement, all of us need to improve our own efficiency. As we can
see, almost every factory wants to increase its productivity and almost all the employer wants
employees to generate greater value within the time limitation. Nobody wants to be a loser in the
society, so the only way to keep pace with the whole society is to accelerate, which is, working
faster.
By then, some people may counters that people may face greater risks of making
mistakes. Admittedly, it is highly possible for us to make mistakes when working at a high speed.
But in fact, we human beings always make mistakes, so even if we work as slowly and carefully
as possible, we still risk making errors. However, by taking the advantage of modern technology
and high self-efficiency, we can do our work more precisely than ever before.
All in all, in today’s world, people should work at a higher speed. It is so important that
everyone in a modern society should be like that. It is a general tendency of our world.
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